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Moving Toward a More Economically Vibrant and
Environmentally Sustainable Future
We have before us a tremendous economic and environmental opportunity. The availability
of new, cost-saving, environmentally friendly technologies has given us the ability to
transform our lives – and our communities – in a way that was never before possible.
We must seize this opportunity and stride boldly into this new technological landscape.
The first step? Establishing electric, zero-emission transit along our main interstate and
highway corridors. This will reduce the number of individual vehicles on the road and
drastically lower carbon emissions. It will improve access to living-wage employment
opportunities, educational options, services and amenities for those in smaller urban and
rural communities. This will, in turn, improve wage potential and living conditions, reduce
poverty and crime, and implement a culture of opportunity and hope, yielding positive results
for generations to come.
In addition, the use of zero-emission electric technologies establishes a cultural expectation
that will inspire proliferation of wind, electric and solar power reliance throughout our region
and beyond.
With benefits this pronounced waiting to be realized, we must not hesitate. We must adopt
these new technologies swiftly and strategically, implementing creative new service models in
the process. Now is the time for new innovations, creative solutions and unbridled potential.
The future is bright.
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Scaling Emerging Technologies
As we examine the migration from fossil
fuel to alternative fuel sources, we must
change from market-driven economics to
market-readiness economics. We cannot
underuse current assets in an effort to
keep up with the technological race to the
top, which ultimately leads to the misuse
of public funds and creates disparity in
capability. Each of the participating
entities must have the ability to progress
in relatively the same time frames so we
can maintain and sustain compatibility.
To that end, we must consider the useful
lifetimes of all equipment, technology and
infrastructure so as to maximize our
resources and ensure the viability of
future transitions to new technologies.
Incremental implementation can be based
on the natural lifespan limits of
equipment.
Technological updates should be timed
with equipment replacement. This will
maximize on available technology, while
retaining the ability to plan ahead in this
ever-changing world.

This pace will also provide specific
human and economic benefits that only a
publicly provided electric charging
network can accomplish; specifically,
uniformity, scalability, and maintenance.
All these components must be considered
in great detail as this undertaking begins.
Thoughtfulness and foresight is key at this
juncture. If green technology
implementation cannot be financially
attained by the majority of customers, the
fragility of the resulting environment will
create a fractured and, for many,
unusable infrastructure.
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How is it done?
To realize this vision, e-Transit Stations will be placed at strategic points along key corridors,
each equipped with wave induction charging, electric vehicle charging and eventually, semitruck charging. This replicable, sustainable, forward thinking model can be implemented by
rural and urban transits throughout the state.
Using wave induction charging in combination with depot charging will extend the length of
our trips, the life of our batteries, and the usefulness of our buses. No longer will we be
tethered to a cord and plug but will instead gain limitless range and capability.

Washington Corridor Connectivity Initiative
The purpose of this document is to initiate an infrastructure conversation about the
future of public domain-oriented green energy. There is an essential role in this sector
that only the public domain can fill. Its role in converting from a fossil fuel-based system to
a green technology, low carbon emission system will take 25 + years from the day we
start.
Let’s start today.
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Where to begin?

Lewis County is ideally positioned as the
launching point for a large-scale
electrification initiative. There are already
multiple efforts underway to increase
local adoption of green technologies,
including the implementation of electric
public transit.
One of the largest employers in Lewis
County, TransAlta, is developing a zero
carbon-emission platform, slated for
completion by 2025. They are currently
installing a large wind farm and solar
array.
The Center of Excellence for Clean Energy
is located nearby in Centralia. This
statewide resource convenes green
energy industry and labor to drive
workforce development initiatives
and coordinate community college
resources, creating the skilled workforce
to support a green energy economy.

Talks are underway to expand Centralia
College’s diesel tech program into an
electric vehicle technology program. As
we move forward, Twin Transit will work in
coordination with Centralia College and
the Center of Excellence to provide the
demonstration project to launch this new
curriculum.
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What is the implementation strategy?
All great systems must start somewhere.
A strong public domain-oriented clean
technology transportation system
needs an initial pilot project. Such an
opportunity exists in Centralia's already
funded $3.8 million Mellen Street eTransit Station, located at exit 81.
Slated for completion in late 2020, this
prototype will include wave induction
charging and both level 3 and level 2
electric vehicle charging with dual pad
capabilities. It will also contain the
necessary infrastructure for future
expansion of two high-capacity wave
induction chargers and eight electric
vehicle charging stations.
The purpose of this e-Transit Station will
be to provide charging services for
northbound buses traveling from Lewis
County to exit 99 in Thurston County. This
allows Twin Transit to directly connect
with Intercity Transit and close the
transportation gap between the two cities
through the use of clean technology. The
first buses should be rolling out – fully
charged – by the end of the year.

Twin Transit’s next effort will be the
creation of the Winlock/Toledo e-Transit
Station at Exit 63. The purpose of this eTransit Station will be to provide charging
services for southbound buses traveling
from Lewis County to Exit 39 in Cowlitz
County, where Twin Transit will connect
with River Cities Transit. This will complete
the connection between Olympia and
Kelso/Longview, correcting the broken link
in I-5 public transit.
This remarkable achievement will
signal the beginning of phase two – the
proliferation of e-Transit stations
along key corridors.
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Projected locations of E-Transit Stations and Electric Vehicle Charging:
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When complete, e-Transit stations and access points will be located at the
following sites:
Exit 99 will have electric transit access.

Exit 49 will have electric transit access.

The Elma/Montesano e-Transit Station
will feature wave induction charging and
electric vehicle charging.

Exit 39 will have electric transit access.

Exit 88 – The Rochester/Tenino Park and
Ride will feature electric vehicle charging
and provide access to Elma on Hwy 12
West, connecting Twin Transit service
with Grays Harbor, Mason, and Thurston.
Exit 81 – The Mellen Street e-Transit
Station will feature wave induction
charging, electric vehicle charging, bike
and pedestrian access, and visual
enhancements.

The Morton e-Transit Station will feature
wave induction charging and electric
vehicle charging, facilitating electric
transit throughout the Highway 12
Corridor.
Mossyrock will have electric vehicle
charging and transit access.
Randle will have electric vehicle charging
and transit access.
Packwood will have electric vehicle
charging and transit access.

Exit 68 will have electric transit access.
Exit 63 – The Winlock/Toledo e-Transit
Station will feature wave induction
charging, electric vehicle charging, and
visual enhancements.

Medium and heavy-duty truck charging will be added as needed.
By placing wave induction charging approximately 20 miles
apart, electric buses will sustain sufficient charge to
extend battery life by 8 to 10 years.
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Potential hurdles
As we begin this transition to low carbon
emissions and alternative technologies,
the constant question we must ask
ourselves is how this will benefit our
constituencies.
Without doubt, there are economic
opportunities and ramifications. But, with
thoughtful implementation and pacing, we
can avoid economic catastrophe.
Progressing at an incremental rate will
allow older systems adequate time to
transition to new technologies.
Some transit agencies have experienced
difficulty with the electrification of their
buses, both in Washington State and
across the country. That has been
primarily due to the fact that they used
depot or stationary, single-point charging
to power their fleet.
The new model proposed here uses both
depot and wave induction in a
combination that extends range, provides
longer lasting battery life, and removes
charging anxiety.

This model, combined with Lewis
County’s ideal topography, allows us to
push further into the green technology
frontier.
These efforts will be strengthened
through key partnerships with our
neighbors, implementing wind, solar and
transportation in a new, carbon-free
environment.
By creating the first 50-mile electric
corridor on Interstate 5, we begin to set
the model for future exploration,
development and implementation.
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Where do we go from here?
This initiative marks the intersection of a true partnership between the public and private
sector markets.
Standards, conformability, and compatibility remain the duty of the public sector. Innovation,
creativity, and nimble adaption remain the private sector’s forte.
It will take a unified effort by all parties to improve public access to these new and exciting
technologies. Together, we can create a system with a strong foundation and innovative vision
that benefits all.

